QQ                  KNOWING AND BEING.            [chap. IV.
it possibly can be, the result must necessarily be that these differentia-
tions disappear and all is realised as one and Non-dual (advait)^
Pammartha-awsth&ydm vyawkdr-abMwm mdanti veddntdh sarve^
In Hegelian language, as thought itself makes distinctions and re-
lations, so it also transcends and cancels them ; in the very process
of distinguishing, there is an implication of higher and higher stand-
points where these distinctions begin to disappear2, and, as the Ad"
witin puts it, ultimately vanish.
This return of the Self unto itself is indicated m the Vedantic con-
ception of nwritti (turning inwards). The region in which this return
takes place is not conditioned by the relations of cause and effect,
or of time or of space, which are valid only so far as the phenomenal
world is concerned. 3 The inward path is free, says the Advaitin,
from such limitations, from desha Mia vast'u parichchk^da.
The reader must have noticed how far the dialectics of Hegel and
the Indian Advaitin run parallel, and where they diverge. The fol-
lowing summary may be of use m this connection:—•
1. Being and Not-Being finding their reconciliation in becoming
(Hegel). Compare Bhagavat Qiii^., tx, 19 and Shankar, quoted at
p. 10 supra.
2. Self-extemalisation of Being (Hegel). Compare tlie Vedantic
conception of Being projecting itself through its power called MdyS4.
The phantasmagoria of a world which, is thus projected, man regards
as external to himself.5
3. In this process of extemalisation the Absolute Being is zm-
moved though, moving.6
The Advaita conception of the Absolute projecting itself on itself
conveys the same idea7. But Shankar candidly admits that though.
it is impossible to explain how the One becomes many, he does not
ignore the eternal activity of Brahma, when he attributes the world
1 Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr. 11   326 330
^LittoS ^^oS ^Ved.S^.l,.,26;MandukyaUp.
'Spinoza,' pp. 291-292. The whole   J
of Chapter XVI of that book is worth     5 Ballantyne ; Shankar's ( Viveka
reading in this connexion.             Ohudamam/142-14:6.
3 Haldane's "Pathway," 11 221.        6 Hegel; also Ved. Sutr. II, 2, 2.
3 See Ved. Sat.r. H, 1, 14; and shaakar5s aloss S. B. E. Vol. 34, p. 369.
ShanWs Gloss S.B.E. Vol.34, pp^ 324,     7 Supra p. 37.

